
Sarah Designs….. a new epic journey begins!



Home

Sarah Designs is a leading garments Buying, Manufacturer and exporter in Bangladesh. We provide our 
quality garments to many internationally reputable buyers/importers and departmental chain stores US & 
E U markets. Since our Establishment we have developed long term trade relationship with most of our 
potential Buyer & have earned trust in their respective markets. We do offer all kind of Gents, Ladies, 
Boys & Girls Sweaters Pullover, Cardigans, Jumper, Vests and all types of Knit items T-shirt, Polo shirt, 
Sweat shirt, Jogging Suit etc.

Our Specialty:

➢100% Garments Buying House / Agent.

➢Valid licenses to work for valued foreign buyers.

➢Committed to quality production and customer satisfaction with minimum lead time.

➢Reliable and cordial relationship with other factories for orders obtained thru Buying House for different 
garments’ products.

➢The organization is aided by the latest high speed manufacturing technology and has a very strong 
infrastructure to cater to the needs of the international market standard.

➢Reliable and cordial vendor network for fabric and accessories supplies domestically as well as 
worldwide and hence self-sufficient to accomplish any type of manufacturing contract either on FOB or 
C&F basis.

➢Product range: All garments i.e. (Knit / Woven)/Sweater) children wear, ladies wear, kids wear, men’s 
wear, under-garments, t-shirt, polo shirt, trousers, sweep shirt, basic shirt, jeans, denim wears, tank top, 
pants, shorts, overalls, shirts, blouses, skirts, baby garments, fleece jackets, Hoodies, knit tops, knit 
bottom, night wears, sweaters, etc…



About Us
Our superior quality products have been widely commended all across the globe for their design 

and finish. Our customers are highly valued in our organization and as a team we try and make sure that 

our customers are fully satisfied with our performance and results. We always ensure that our customers 

are happy with us by giving them best results of sampling, production, quality, shipment schedules and the 

best communication at all times.

What we can offer the buyer

➢Identification of potential manufacturers who adhere to stringent requirements as specified by the buyer. 

(Bring together compatible parties for mutual benefit).

➢Service that exceeds customer expectations at a price that precludes competition.

➢Supporting the manufacturing base with latest market information which will help them to sustain a 

competitive edge thus improving the quality of the product.

➢Providing of inbound logistics through promotions

➢Providing of samples, quality assurance and quality checking.

➢Support activities such as procurement, technological inputs, infra structure assistance and human 

resource development are provided by the Buying Houses



About Us

What benefits can you gain

➢Improves company focus & reduces the operating costs.

➢Accessing of world class capabilities.

➢Accessing of resources not available internally.

➢Access to the most literate workforce in South Asia which adheres to internationally accepted norms of 

employment.

➢Ability to diversify product range through multi country sourcing.

➢Ability to react quickly to changes in consumer demand.

➢Sharing / minimization of risk.

Supplier Identification:

Sarah Designs(BD) always identify new suppliers world-wide based on their product range, financial 

status, infrastructure, and environmental control, adherence to labor laws, manpower and efficiency of 

management , Information & Technological support. Sarah Designs(BD) continuously update information 

on new manufactures and new products. Information pertaining to new varieties of fabric, accessories, 

and new technology and quota availability are also updated.



About Us

Factory Evaluation: We take an extra step to source the most appropriate vendor for our customers. 

Before selection we thoroughly evaluate the Factory on the basis of the following assessment:

» Factory design

» Financial performance

» Factory equipment & machinery

» Factory productivity

» Quota export performance

» Prevalent working procedures

» Factory past performance

» Technical competency

» Factory personnel competency

» Factory reputation

» Level of professionalism

›› Logistic Technological Support

We have formulated a Factory Evaluation Form: ‘’KFE Form’’ which is filled out for every factory and then 

based on the physical and financial assessment includes creation of a rating grade to the factory. This 

rating grade can determine the quantity of Garments it can manufacture for Sarah Designs(BD) as well as 

whether it has adequate production capacity. These services can be further extended in locally reliable 

fabric sources, dyers and printers which ultimately promote quality of merchandise. This is an important 

process as no factory should be over booked, which causes delays in delivery and impacts production 

quality negatively. Factory assessments are an ongoing process. Sarah Designs(BD) is constantly 

investing time and effort in finding new factories which can meet the requirements of clients in terms of 

fashion and price.



About Us
Sampling

Samples are developed to suit the season’s colors, fabric and style based of our buyer’s requirements. 

Any number of sales man samples is made as per the buyers requirements and courier them directly to 

the buyers. By offering this crucial service, we assist our buyers marketing efforts in their own country by 

giving them an edge over others.

Order execution and Quality Control : (Quality Management)

Orders are closely monitored from sampling to shipment. Status on sampling, production and shipment 

are transmitted to buyers regularly. We maintain a pro-active approach towards identification of problem 

areas and corrective measures are taken immediately to ensure timely deliveries. Our quality monitoring 

system pertaining to production has four stages as explained below :

Pre Production Check (PPC)

Risks are reduced by checking material components, accessories / user manuals etc. at this stage itself.

Initial Production Check (IPC)

First finished products are checked against buyer’s specification and prototype sample. Deviations are 

identified and brought out for correction.

During Production Check (DPC)

Inspection during production is carried out to check and verify that the initial discrepancies have been 

rectified and to ensure the average quality standard of production runs.

Final Random Inspection (FIR)

Final random inspection is carried out when the total consignment is packed and ready for shipment. FRI 

is performed according to the International Inspection Standards.

The detailed physical inspection of the samples selected at random is based on specifications of the 

buyers and it cover the criteria such as design / style, shrinkage, accessories, appearance, markings, 

color, labeling, material, assortments, workmanship, measurements, packing etc.



About Us
Status Reporting

Status report based on the multi-state inspections is transmitted to the buyers by fax or 
Email. Production progress is analyzed in relation to the delivery terms and suitable course of 
action s taken to ensure goods are delivered in time. The consignment is allowed for 
shipment if only it is up to the buyers required standard.

Container Stuffing and Loading Supervision

An identification of the goods during the loading is made to ensure that only the inspected 
goods are being stuffed without getting mixed up with the un-inspected goods.

Documentation and Shipping Co-ordination

Shipping documents are checked as per the buyers instruction and the copy documents are 
sent to the buyers well in advance of the shipment to avoid any discrepancy.

Laboratory Testing

Laboratories are an extremely valuable component of our services and also facilitate the 
manufacturer – exporters to transact their business with least quality risk. Laboratory services 
includes :

Fabric : Construction particulars (counts, constructions and weight), Strength, Measurement 
and Seam performance.

Analysis : Flammability, Dimensional Stability (Shrinkage) to washing / dry cleaning, 
Appearance after washing /dry cleaning, Fibber analysis, etc.

Color Fastness: Color fastness to washing, Perspiration, Light, Rubbing, Bleaching, Dry 
cleaning, Organic Solvents, Hot pressing, etc. Dyes & Pigment tests are also carried out.

Garment: Dimensional Stability to washing / dry cleaning, Appearance after washing / dry 
cleaning is tested.



Managing Director

Md.Mahbub-ul Islam is the  Owner of Sarah Designs(BD).He is a businessman and has 

sound experience including 13 years in garments manufacturing industry. He started his career in 

the field of garments industry in 2006. Subsequently, he started his own business firm initially with 

Buying House named Sarah Designs(BD).He completed BBA & MBA in Finance from  

Business Department  & also Cost Accountant. All business people are satisfied with his 

commitment and dealings which is the key to his success.



Mission

Customized solutions to global clients must be provided as per their requirements and to achieve 

consistent high quality levels and on-time delivery schedules, through a team of committed personnel and 

a proven set of vendors with world class manufacturing facilities.

Only to operate without compromising on quality, delivery and profitability

Our mission is to provide our clients with efficient and effective sourcing solution for their requirements. 

This includes taking a lead role in structuring and executing transactions that benefit our clients and help 

their business growth.



Vision

From sourcing to marketing, Sarah Designs identifies its interest with the interest of its valuable 

customers.

Target to be the most preferred garment sourcing agency for global clients, so as to maintain our 

reputation for credibility and integrity with our customers, vendors, and employees.



Product

Chino pant

Men’s jeans Pant



Product

Men’s Short Pant

Men’s Jeans short



Product

Ladies long Pant

Ladies Jeans pant



Product

Ladies short Pant

Ladies jeans short



Product

Boys long Pant

Boys  short Pant



Product

Girls long Pant

Girls  short Pant



Product

Men’s Shirt

Women’s Shirt



Product

Men’s T-shirt & Polo

Women’s T-Shirt & Polo



Product

Men’s Sweater

Women’s Sweater



Product

CAP



Certification



Company details

Sarah Designs(BD)

Trade license no:198357

TIN No: 28692162903

BIN: No 002587847-0102



Bank Details

Bank name: Mutual Trust bank LTD.

Account No:0007-0210017581

Swift code: MTBLBDDHUTR

Branch: Uttara,Dhaka.

Bank name: Shimanto bank LTD.

Account No:1003271000128

Swift code: SHMTBDDD

Branch: Uttara,Dhaka.



Contact  

Location:

Sarah Designs(BD)

House#1/B,Road#3

Sector#11,Uttara,Dhaka-1230

Email:

mahbub@SARAHDESIGNSBD.COM

info@SARAHDESIGNSBD.COM

Cell phone:+88-01797820497

Website: www.saradesignsbd.com

mailto:mahbub@SARAHDESIGNSBD.COM
mailto:info@SARAHDESIGNSBD.COM



